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This supplementary material explains the focused ion beam fabrication process, layer thickness
effects, and the possible effects of the shunt-resistor cooling fins.

I. FIB FABRICATION

The Focus Ion Beam (FIB) etch process was optimized at Texas Instruments circuit design and repair lab with
single beam (ion beam only) machines. The images shown in Fig. 1 were taken at Stanford using a dual beam, SEM
and ion beam, machine. After etching, 15 of 17 devices continued to work with modulation depths and symmetry
properties similar to their pre-tested values indicating no substantial change in the devices’ inductance1.
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FIG. 1: Pickup loop structures were milled from an optically patterned Nb tab. (a) A FIB drilled hole creates the center of
the pickup loop. (b) Successive steps shape the outside of the pickup loop. (c) Leads are created by milling the center of the
optically-defined stem, which connects the circular pickup loop to the rest of the SQUID. The pickup loop center is re-milled
to remove redeposited material. (d) The device chip is polished to a corner defined by an optically patterened trench, which
allows the active area of the device to touch first. (e,f) Before milling, a Pt strap is connected to the degenerately doped Si
trench in order to increase the top layer’s visibility. This process allows the etch-stop point to be identified in situ while milling.
The Pt strap is subsequently milled away. (g) SEM of a pickup loop that was milled in the presence of XeF2 gas to increase
the etch rate and reduce the re-deposition. We found that this process continues to etch the Nb after the intended exposure
over a period of many minutes. This effect is apparent in the distance between the inner square, which represents the intended
etch area, and the outer circle. This image also shows the result of over-etching the SiO2 layer, which leading to SiO2 peeling
(bottom of inner square). To avoid wuch corrosive effects, later etches were done in without XeF2. (h) We could reliably make
structures with line widths of ∼ 200 nm, limited only by Ga implantation effects2 and the superconducting penetration depth.
When compared to previous pickup loop structures that remain under oxide layers, these top layer structures show increased
sensitivity to both mechanical contact (i) and electrostatic shock.
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II. LAYER THICKNESS EFFECTS
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FIG. 2: (a) Diagram of the three optically-defined superconducting layers before the final FIB milling step. (b) AFM data
showing a cross section along the center line of the SQUID with a graphical representation of the substrate (S), superconducting
layers (BE, W1, W2), and insulating layers (I1, I2) that create the steps. The layer crossings and etches are designed in such
a way that the top layer pickup loop can touch first if the alignment angle is between 2◦ and 5◦. (c) AFM data showing a 4.6
µm optically defined SQUID with an etched terrace similar to the 3 µm discussed in the main text. (d) AFM data and the
corresponding layer diagram along the direction of one of the pickup loop leads. The pickup loop is closest to the sample when
the device is aligned at an angle of 2.5◦. The top layer is used as a shield to make a smaller magnetometry imaging kernel.
When imaging items of the pickup loops 4.6 µm size, the increased scan height caused by the lack of alignment tolerance, and
buried (middle layer) pickup loop is not significant. Therefore this device is well optimized for imaging micron scale samples.
(e) SQUID response as a function of field coil current in a 3 µm device. Flux jumps reproducibly occur at certain values of
IF.C.. (f) Diagram demonstrating how a 200 nm base electrode layer (as used in previous devices3) allows for more contiguous
upper wiring layers, as compared to the 300 nm base electrode line (b,c) used in this generation of devices.

Our fabrication steps did not include a planarization process between the various layer depositions and etches. The
geometric effects created by multiple layer crossings can therefore be significant. We have used this to our advantage
to optimize the touch down properties of the tip as described in the main text and in Fig. 2a-d. The graphical
representation of the layers in b, d, and e do not demonstrate that the etch-defined walls are not vertical. Therefore
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TABLE I: Layer thicknesses of the two processed wafers.

Wafer Counter Electrode Base Electrode Resistors Insulator 1 Wiring 1 Insulator 2 Wiring 2

(CE) (BE) (I1) (W1) (I2) (W2)

W46 120 nm 300 nm 150 nm 425 nm 180 nm 330 nm 200

W47 120 nm 300 nm 150 nm 350 nm 230 nm 350 nm 250

layers that appear to be discontinuous in b and d are usually connected by material that extends over the side walls.
Because we did whole-wafer processing at NIST, we were not constrained to standard layer thicknesses or by the

requirements of other devices. We processed two wafers with the thicknesses listed in Table I.
The values for wafer W46, shown in Fig. 2b, were chosen to further enhance the alignment tolerance made possible

by the new design. While this increase in the the touchdown tolerance angle was not required, most of the FIB
work was nevertheless done on devices from this wafer because there was less over-etch on the W2 layer. This left
a comparatively wide pickup-loop-to-SQUID-body stem, which was easier to FIB (ie. the process shown in Fig 1c).
Conversely, most of the 3 and 4.6 µm SQUIDs were from wafer W47. This was because many of the optically defined
devices on W46 lost their field coils during during an ultra-sound cleaning step.

The thicknesses for wafer W47 were used to construct Fig. 2d. The W47 thicknesses were chosen to be similar to
the previous device3 in order to reduce the chance of open and short circuits that can occur at layer crossings. The
one exception was that the base electrode thickness was increased from 200 to 300 nm to help increase the maximum
field coil current, Imax

F.C. . The width of the field coil lines was also increased. While these changes allowed Imax
F.C. to

increase from ∼ 75 mA to ∼ 135 mA, the current where vortices begin move, I
vjump
F.C. , went from ∼ 45 mA to as

little as 6 mA (Fig. 2e). Above ±13 mA, the vorticies jump at irregular field values, making the careful comparison
of magnetization curves between two points on or off the sample difficult. To the extent that precise magnetization
curves4 are an important design goal, future design improvements should focus on increasing I

vjump
F.C. rather than Imax

F.C. .

While many effects can cause a low I
vjump
F.C. , we expect the reduced value may be caused by discontinuities created by

the 300 nm base electrode layer, as portrayed by the difference between Fig. 2d and Fig. 2f. The value of I
vjump
F.C. was

similar for both W46 and W47.
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FIG. 3: (a) An optical micrograph of the SQUID core, which includes Josephson junctions, shunt resistors, and modulation
coils. The design improves on our previous work3 by adding cooling fins to help dissipate the heat generated in the shunt
resistors by increasing the volume where electrons and phonons can thermalize. (b) A reproduction of the white noise of an

earlier device3 as a function of temperature, and the 0.68 µΦ0/
√

Hz noise from one current generation device at 4.2K. The
lower right shaded areas represent the Johnson and quantum noise limits5, given the relevant device parameters. The left hand
shaded areas indicate the e-ph limited cooling limits with and without cooling fins when a 1.2 Ω shunt resistor is heated by 9
µA of current.
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III. COOLING FINS

As discussed in the main text, the dominant noise source in our design is expected to be Johnson noise in the shunt
resistors. At low temperatures Joule heating from the SQUID bias current can saturate the electron temperature of
the resistors, and thereby saturate the device’s white noise floor above the quantum and the thermal limits. In this
case, cooling is most likely limited by the relatively weak electron-phonon coupling interactions6. To address this
potential limitation, we have added cooling fins to our shunt resistors to increase the volume where electron-phonon
interactions can occur, Fig. 3a. The cooling fins increase the normal electron volume by more than a factor of one
thousand allowing the minimum theoretical electron temperature to go from 392 mK to 135 mK, Fig. 3b.

The cooling fins must be well coupled to the shunt resistors so that thermal gradients do not limit the desired effect.
One can obtain a back-of-the-envelope estimate for such a gradient by using the Wiedeman-Franz law. From this law
at a base temperature of 0.1K, 200 pW of power in a resistor (10 µA through 2 Ω) generates a thermal gradient of
∼ 0.1K when the resistance between the shunt resistor and the main part of the cooling fin, Rc, is 1Ω. This gradient
scales approximately linearly with Rc. The shunt resistors were designed to be less than 0.5 squares away from to the
cooling fins in order to make the thermal gradient less than 0.1 K. Both the resistors and the cooling fins are made
from a PdAu layer with R

�
∼ 2Ω. The cooling fins were fabricated directly on top of the silicon wafer to maximize

thermal conductivity to the substrate.
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